It is shown that the production of Langmuir waves from ion sound by the turbulent Bremsstrahlung mechanism can be more effective than the destruction of the Langmuir waves by the Dawson-Oberman resistivity. Previous conclusions to the contrary are in error owing to the neglect of the wave-number dependence of the ion-sound waves.
In a recent Letter Vlahos and Papadopoulos (1979, hereafter VP) claimed that upconversion of ion sound to Langmuir waves is impossible in a plasma with u < Vte-Here v t e = (Kb T e /mj) is the thermal electron velocity, Kb the Boltzmann constant, m e the electron mass, and u the drift velocity of a drifting Maxwellian electron distribution. Their reasoning was based on an estimate of the Dawson-Oberman resistivity for waves near co P e in the presence of an enhanced level of ionsound waves [ojpe = (47r ne 2 /mj) 112 is the electron plasma frequency, n the electron density, and e the electron charge]. Their estimate of the absolute value of the nonlinear damping rate of the Langmuir waves was much larger than the growth rate calculated by Kuijpers (1980) . Both processes, however, depend in an essential way on the relative values of the wave numbers of both kinds of waves. For the turbulent Bremsstrahlung process this wave-number dependence is given in § HI of Kuijpers (1980) , where it is discussed for an isotropic ion-sound spectrum. Since in the laboratory currentdriven ion-sound spectra are very anisotropic and confined to the electron drift direction (Stenzel 1978) we shall apply the results of Kuijpers (1980) to an anisotropic spectrum. From his equations (17a), (17b), and (17c) it follows that in this case the most efficient upconversion proceeds for
where equation (17c) is valid. Here q is the wave vector of an ion-sound wave, k the wave vector of a Langmuir wave, and kv = cope/^te the Debye wavenumber. Since for the Langmuir waves
the upconversion proceeds best if
The wavenumber dependence of the conductivity tensor is given by equation (V.22) in Dawson (1968) :
Here the angular brackets denote an ensemble average, the summation is over the positions ry of the ions, and D l (ä,ü;) is the dielectric function for the plasma. If the ions are isotropically distributed we can^ define the conductivity a as the scalar magnitude of 5. The relation to the effective electron-ion collision time r c is given by (Dawson 1968) t c = (oe Im or)"
1 .
From equation (4) it is clear that a special contribution to t c arises from the poles of Dir 1 (k,u>). In this case co ^ cope is the frequency of the excited Langmuir wave and the absolute value k(u>) is determined by the dispersion relation for Langmuir waves D L (^,co) = 0. This contribution forms the so-called wave resistance to the total resistance defined as
w pe where Z(co) is the scalar impedance. Both in the case of a purely random distribution of ions and in the case of a thermal-equilibrium distribution this wave resistance contributes only 1% or so to the resistance (Dawson 1968) . From equation (4) it is clear that this wave resistance can be enhanced by many orders of magnitude only if nonthermal ion correlations are present at the wave number k(o)). Apparently this is implicitly assumed by VP, but is unjustified. Indeed, first because of equation (3), the wave numbers of the ion-sound waves are much larger than the typical wave numbers of the Langmuir waves for the turbulent Bremsstrahlung process to work. Second, in a currentdriven instability the ion-sound waves are unstable only above some wavenumber which decreases with increasing drift velocity (Krall and Trivelpiece 1973) . Therefore, we should use the thermal noise level for the ion correlations at the Langmuir wave number k(oe) L165 L166 KUIJPERS
and not the nonthermal level of ion-sound waves which is present only at much larger wavenumbers. Thus there is no enhancement of the plasma impedance at frequency a> because of the presence of ion-sound at wavenumbers q^> k(u>). Using equations (5) and (6) In other words, the required level of ion sound at the appropriate wave numbers is only a factor of above the thermal noise level. In view of the instability requirement, u > c s [where c s = (K^ T e lm¡) lltl , mi is the ion mass], this is easily fulfilled.
Thus we conclude that the argument of VP about the impossibility of the turbulent Bremsstrahlung is unjustified. Moreover, in contrast with their opinion, there is no fundamental physical flaw in having a net energy flow from low-frequency to high-frequency w 7 aves since we consider plasmas which are not in thermal equilibrium. Finally, the Dawson-Oberman resistivity is not the reverse process of turbulent Bremsstrahlung since the latter is obtained from the kinetic equation (eq. [2] in Kuijpers 1980) at the resonances oj^ -<7*1; = 0, and the Dawson-Oberman resistivity is related to the wave fusion process in equation (47), chapter 14, of Davidson (1972) , whereby
. (10) In Dawson's treatment, which is a weak turbulence expansion, this is concealed by his initial assumptions, co s = 0 and &(coi L ) = 0. Indeed, from equation (76), chapter 13, in Davidson (1972) it can be seen that the nonlinear scattering rate of long-wavelength Langmuir waves in the presence of (very long-wavelength q<K k) ion sound has a form similar to that of 7NL in equation (1) 
